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You'd like to build Gunpla, but think it might be 
too difficult? Or maybe you used to build them in 
the past, but now you don’t have time? When you 
see the buzz-worthy works on social media, do 
you shy away thinking it’ll be too difficult to 
start? Don’t worry! I filled this manual with super 
techniques that teach you simple ways to finish 
your Gunpla that will amaze the people who see 
them all while having fun. This time, we take the 
HG series 1/144 as our subject, which has the 
widest variety of Gunpla and is easy to build and 
can cover almost all the production methods seen 
in the current Gunpla scene from speed finishes 
you can complete in no time, to glossy paint, 
weathering, full painting, kitbashing and illustra-
tion style painting methods. However, it does not 
include the abstract and superb techniques that 
only a few people can achieve, but handpicked 
techniques anyone can start using right away. 
It’s for everyone, from beginners to veterans. 
I hope it can help you build cool Gunpla in your 
spare time on weekends.

*This book contains articles from the Super Techniques for Weekend Modelers series, serialized in Monthly 
Hobby Japan from the March 2020 issue (released on January 24) to the February 2021 issue (released on 
December 25), with additional photographs, revisions and extra pages created specifically for this publication.
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18 TOOLS TO KNOW AND GET BEFORE YOU START

HG RX-78-2 GUNDAM X RAPID WEATHERING IN THE STYLE OF HJ EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

HG DOM TEST TYPE X GROUND COMBAT WEATHERING

HG ZETA PLUS X MODERN AIR FIGHTER FINISH

HG EX-S GUNDAM X PARTIAL PAINTING IN-DEPTH GUIDE

HG BANSHEE NORN X LUMINOUS PAINT FINISH

HG QUBELEY X EASY CANDY FINISH

HG GM CUSTOM X SEIRA-MASUO STYLE MODELING TECHNIQUES

HG PENELOPE X RIDER JOE STYLE PAINTING METHOD

HG ZAKU II F2 TYPE ZEON SPECIFICATIONS × EASY VIGNETTE FINISH

HG GOGG X EASY FULL PAINT FINISH WITH SPRAY PAINT

BEST MECH COLLECTION OLD ZAKU X EASY RETRO KIT PRODUCTION

HG SINANJU × HG SINANJU STEIN

GAPLAN TR-5 [TYRANT FIBER]

HG MOBILE DOLL SARAH X REAL DOLL STYLE FINISH

CREATE UNICORN GUNDAM WITH ILLUSTRATION-STYLE PAINTING!
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▶ Mr. Premium Top Coat Flat
It’s a water-based acrylic matte spray. It 
produces a strong paint film and dries in 
less time. It seldom becomes white, and 
since it’s acrylic, you can spray it onto a 
surface painted with lacquer colors and it 
won’t melt. Its smell is not as strong as 
lacquer paints, it’s non-toxic and has less 
odor than acrylic paint, which makes it safe 
to use at home, keeping your family happy.

◀ Dish soap
Dish soap can remove acrylic paint. 
It does not penetrate the lacquer paint 
or the plastic undercoat, so you can wipe 
off the excess paint with it as you would 
wipe off panel-lining with enamel paint. 
Unlike enamel solvents, it doesn’t crack 
the plastic. It is essential when using 
acrylic paints!

▲ Real Touch Markers
They are water-based markers and are used to apply panel 
lining, weathering paint, and more. They are now 
indispensable markers for building Gunpla regardless of 
whether you finish it in the mold color or full paint. Since they 
are water-based, they don’t damage the plastic or paint film 
and you can use them on parts subject to force, like joints, 
without worry.

▲ Aqueous Hobby Colors
Water-based acrylic paints. They are handy for partial painting, which is 
essential for 1/144 Gunpla with fewer colors in details because of their 
small size. They used to be difficult to use because they needed more 
time to dry and had low coverage. With the renewal, they have been 
reborn as easy-to-use paints, as their coverage, color and coat strength 
have been greatly improved, and the drying speed has reached the point 
where it’s only a little slower than lacquer paints. If you’ve tried the older 
version, consider using the new ones all the more. They are the highest 
performance acrylic color in this price range.

▲▶ Divine Marker
An indispensable tool for the Rider Joe style painting. It was invented by chance when Rider Joe used up a Real Touch Marker 
Brown 1. It’s handy and a top class marker for blurring. But since it's not on the market, you must make it yourself. Luckily, it’s 
not that difficult to create one: * Disassemble a Real Touch Marker Brown 1 * Remove the ink * Wipe off the remaining ink in the 
tip with a tissue.* Get the tip a bit frayed with nippers

Now you can create this superb tool in less than 10 minutes and you can use it to apply different weathering techniques other 
than the Rider Joe style. Please make one and keep it handy.

▲ Tamiya Weathering Master paints
They are weathering materials that you can easily apply with an 
eyeshadow sponge applicator. They come in various types, and besides 
mud and sand, they can also recreate metallic finishes like burnt red 
and silvery colors. Since they are water-based, even if you apply too 
much, you can remove them easily with a damp cotton swab. I 
recommend them for weathering beginners, too. You can also use them 
for putting makeup on girl kits.

▲ Mr. Weathering Colors
They are weathering paints with ingredients like oil paints and 
used to be for AFV models. You can dilute them with a solvent 
and use them to apply a wash, a technique that reproduces dirt. 
They don’t break plastic as quickly as enamel solvents. It’s no 
exaggeration to say that it’s thanks to Mr. Weathering Color that 
applying weathering on Gunpla with the mold color finish has 
become as painless as it is now.

▶ Mr. Finishing  
     Surfacer
Mr. Finishing Surfacer 
1500 Black’s intended 
usage was a base 
coat, but its fine 
texture and strong 
coverage as a primer 
allows you to use it as 
regular paint. TBlack 
is a standard color 
used on many 
Gunpla, and only a 
quick coat gives you 
an excellent texture!

▲ Brushes
They are used to paint parts, dry brushing, adding washes, 
and in many other ways. Use a fine-tip brush, a flat brush or 
others depending on the purpose. As we often paint plastic 
models with organic solvents, the brushes get damaged 
quickly. Replace your brush with a new one when its tip gets 
frayed and becomes difficult to paint with precision. 
Remember, brushes are consumables.

▲ Adhesive for styrene plastic
Used to glue together parts that come off easily or when using 
mixed materials. But, use adhesive for styrene plastic instead 
of instant glue if you want to glue the styrene plastic that makes 
up the external armor of Gunpla or various parts made of KPS. 
Because it fuses the plastic, the adhesion is more robust. 
There are two types: low-viscosity for pouring and thicker for 
brushing. Both have advantages, so you should choose them 
depending on the situation.

▲ Hairdryer 
Use it to dry the paint in less time. It’s an indispensable tool 
for quick finishes. It’s especially effective when used on oil 
paints that require a long time to dry, such as Mr. Weathering 
Colors. I recommend setting it to “cool” when you use it. If 
you use the “hot” air setting, the plastic will become too warm 
and may deform or break.

▲ Craft knife
An indispensable tool for model making, like gate cutting, parts 
processing, and crafting. It has a thin and sharp blade, which 
often gets damaged. As it becomes dull, cutting will require 
more pressure, and there will be a higher risk of injury, so be 
sure to replace the blade often. Spare blades are inexpensive 
and won’t cost you much.

▲ Wave HG Hand Scraper Knife (Curved, Single-Edged)
Seams are prominent in Gundam models on a 1/144 scale with 
fewer parts, so it’s effective to remove them for a better finish, 
and this scraper knife is a powerful ally for removing the 
seams. The curved blade allows for pinpoint sanding of the 
adhesive surface, which speeds up work a great deal. Unlike 
craft knives, it has a thicker edge and is less likely to get 
damaged—another plus for this tool!

▲ Nippers for damage
These are nippers for recreating damage, cutting peg holes 
and other destructive uses. Of course, these actions deform 
the blades and you won’t be able to make a clean cut on 
gates anymore. That’s why you should keep a pair of 
nippers just for this. Double-edged nippers with thin blades 
are the easiest to use, but you don’t need to buy expensive 
ones considering their use. I use a worn-out Sharp Pointed 
Side Cutter by Tamiya.

▲ Tamiya Craft Tools Magnifying Visor
The parts of 1/144 Gundam models are small and it is often difficult 
to work with the naked eye. In particular, the Gundam’s face is very 
detailed. It’s easy to make mistakes that cause the paint to stick 
out. However, if you use this visor, you can work as if you were 
handling parts for a 1/60 scale Gundam model, improving accuracy 
and efficiency. We hope you’ll give it a try.

▲ Ultimate Nipper
The “ultimate” tool for beautifully separating the parts of 
Gunpla from the gate. Rather than taking the time to 
separate the parts with a craft knife, the nub marks will be 
less noticeable if you use this nipper to cut them apart in 
two stages. It’s expensive, but the cost performance is high 
considering the time it saves. The blades are thin and easily 
get distorted, so don’t use them for cutting or destroying 
thick runners.

◀ Tamiya Spray
This is a lacquer-based spray paint. Since it 
has a fine particle spray, it is easy to reach 
detailed areas when spraying runners, making 
it easy to use. The metallic colors developed 
for car models are especially gorgeous and 
are also effective on Gunpla. When using 
these colors, remember that enamel solvents 
can dissolve the paint film.

▶ Easy Painter
The most practical, simple airbrush that allows 
you to use paint bottles like spray paint. Of 
course, it can also spray mixed colors. The air 
spray gun is compatible with air cans you can 
get at the dollar store, which gives it great 
cost-performance. Many modelers can achieve 
a high quality finish comparable to an airbrush 
with this tool, so it’s worth trying.

18 TOOLS TO KNOW AND 
GET BEFORE YOU START
First, I will introduce some tools that come in handy when you enjoy building Gunpla on the 1/144 scale. It’s not like 
you can’t work without them, but consider getting them if a need arises since they can make the work much easier.
I will also show you how to make the “Divine Marker” invented by pro modeler, Rider Joe, who is active in Monthly 
Hobby Japan.
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▲ The smaller HG series have some unpainted parts. Even when 
finishing with the mold color, partial painting is complex and 
requires a lot of time and effort to achieve a beautiful finish. 
Although some parts may not be painted, the modern Gunpla 
designs allow you to make them look like the MS in the shows just 
by assembling them. You will improve faster and have more fun if 
you prioritize the assembly and finish your work rather than forcing 
yourself to recreate a paint job, especially if you are a beginner.

How elaborate should you make the partial painting?

HG RX-78-2 GUNDAM X 
RAPID WEATHERING IN THE 
STYLE OF HJ EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The first technique is rapid 
Gunpla weathering by 
Manabu Kimura, HJ 
editor-in-chief, using an 
orthodox Gunpla, the HG 
Revive Gundam. It is a 
straightforward and quick 
method that features work 
efficiency through speedy 
and straightforward washes 
He also explains the basics 
of Gunpla building. Even if 
you’re busy and have little 
time, please try it!

▲ Apply Gundam Yellow over the white with a 
fine brush dipped in a paint dish. Don’t paint all 
at once, as it can melt the white base, causing 
the red base to show. So paint a little, let it dry, 
then repeat the process several times.

▲ The V-shaped mark is now painted. Even for professional modelers, it 
isn't easy to paint this area cleanly with a brush. You don’t have to try 
too hard with your painting since the weathering finish makes distorted 
or uneven colors unnoticeable. It is OK to use a color sticker instead and 
just don’t apply weathering colors to this part if you find it too difficult.

▲ The antennas of the Gundam HG series 
have a protruding part called a flag attached 
to the tip to prevent damage. If you leave it as 
it is, even if you try your best to finish it, it 
looks unsharp, so let's cut it off!

▲ The first step is to cut the flag with 
nippers. Leave some part of the flag uncut. 
If you try to cut everything in one go, you’ll 
end up cutting the antenna part also, so 
be careful!

▲ Scrape off the remaining flag with a craft 
knife. Do it little by little, not in one go. If your 
blade is dull it can dig into the flag and end 
up breaking the antenna. Always use a new 
and sharp edge.

▲ The flags are cut. Now the antenna 
doesn’t have protruding bits and looks sharp. 
The antenna on the head is a Gunpla’s most 
eye-catching part. If you make this area 
sharp, the overall impression can be much 
more precise.

▲ The V-shaped mark on the crotch of most of the Federation MS HG models is a sticker 
instead of painted. If you use weathering paints over it, it may peel off. So, paint the mark 
instead of using a sticker. It’s hard to paint freehand, so use coloring stickers as masking 
sheets. Cut out the V-mark area of the sticker with a craft knife and stick it on the part.

▲ If you use Gundam markers, you may end up with too much paint and it’ll end up getting under the 
sticker. Put some color on a paint dish to apply it with a fine brush. Yellow over red will not develop a 
proper color as the coverage is too low, so apply white to create a base, that way doesn’t show through. 
I used Gundam Markers for their availability and low cost this time, but Citadel Colors can make things 
easier if you have them. You can always add paint to any areas you missed with a brush later.

▲ The Gundam’s face is where you need to be cautious if you finish the kit by applying weathering 
colors on the matte surface. If it absorbs too much dark paint, it could look all grimy, losing all the 
details. So apply panel lining to it in advance. Draw in the details with the versatile Real Touch 
Marker Real Touch Gray 2, and briefly wipe it with tissue.

▲ It isn’t easy to accentuate the ducts on the helmet by 
finishing them with only weathering colors. Fill in the 
back of the ducts with the Black Fine Point Marker from 
GSI Creos for a 3D finish. Use the edges of a craft knife 
to scrape off excess paint. Since the finish uses the 
mold color, you can restore it to the original color by 
scraping it to expose the base. This method is easier 
than wiping off in smaller areas.

Painting the V-shaped mark on the crotch

Applying panel-lining to the head

▲ Here’s the head before I removed its 
gloss. The eyes are clear parts, but I will 
apply stickers on them later after 
painting. Using stickers is easier and 
enables me to work faster. Stickers 
reflect more light when photographing. 
Don’t remove the gloss with stickers 
applied. It makes the eyes look dull.

▲ The basic partial painting has been applied. We’ll get into gloss removal afterwards. 
The HG Revive Gundam is a straightforward kit you can assemble with ease. You can 
finish it in about two hours with some modeling experience. Work at your own pace!
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Dry brushing effect by knife

▲ When you apply the weathering color to the matte finish, it soaks in and adhere better. If 
you apply the color without diluting it, it turns black in no time, so use a special solvent. The 
color I’ll be using is Ground Brown. It’s a versatile color that goes well with any base coat, so 
it’s convenient to have.

▲ Don’t start painting on the Gunpla’s 
main body but practice on the runners 
with the gloss removed in advance. 
Check the density of the paint. It is 
often the case that it’ll still be too dark 
even after dilution. When that happens, 
it’ll adhere to the surface and will be 
tough to remove later.

▲ The shield is a large area and has a red mold 
color that is less likely to show stains. Start 
practicing washes on it to get the hang of it. Use 
a flat brush to apply the weathering color to the 
entire surface. Do not put too much paint as it 
can also break the plastic if it accumulates 
between parts, though it is less likely than with 
enamel paint.

▲ After applying weathering colors to the 
entire surface, wipe the surface from top 
to bottom with a cotton swab. Wipe while 
being conscious of the direction of falling 
rain and gravity.

▲ In most cases, you’ll use a cotton swab 
dry. Soak it in solvent to wipe it off if you find 
some areas are too dark with weathering 
color. Cotton swabs get dirty quickly. Always 
have about five or more on hand. It makes 
your work smoother.

▲ Weathering color on a matte surface won’t 
take much time to dry. But if you want it to go 
quicker, use a hairdryer to force it to dry. 
Make sure to set it to “Cool” mode when you 
use it; the “Hot” mode can cause the plastic 
to get too hot and will distort.

▲ A wash has been applied to the shield. 
The surface has an additional coat of brown, 
giving it a more weathered appearance from 
wind and rain than with a simple matte finish. 
Apply over the entire surface and wipe with 
a cotton swab. Keep this feeling in mind.

Washing

Apply the twin-eye sticker

▲ After finishing the body, the last step is to apply the eye 
sticker. First, pick it up with tweezers and stick it in the desired 
position. Don’t hold the sticker by hand, as it will lose its 
stickiness. More so if it has a smaller adhesive area. Align the 
middle of the eye with the top of the mask to prevent shifting.

▲ The sticker doesn’t adhere well to the surface right after 
application, so use a toothpick to press it down and fit it into 
the twin eyes’ details. Gunpla coloring stickers have some 
elasticity, so once you get used to handling them, you’ll be 
able to fit them onto the details without issues.

▲ The stickers are now attached. The HG REVIVE series’ 
eyes are clear parts, but it’s difficult for beginners to take 
advantage of this feature and paint them. You can start with 
stickers to finish the Gunpla!

▲ Many HG series kits share the same parts for clenched fists and 
weapon-handling hands. They have a hole in the center. The hole is really 
conspicuous, so replace it with the part from the HGBC Jigen Build Knuckles 
“Kaku” (add-on hand parts). The tight clenched fists give your Gunpla a sense of 
power, and gives it a much tighter impression. It’s definitely a costly but zero-effort 
modification. It’s so cool! If you’re a beginner at Gunpla models, this is an 
excellent way to boost your confidence!

▲ Scrape off the edges of the washed surfaces with a craft knife. It will reveal the base solid mold color and 
highlight the edges, like dry brushing would do, but more efficiently. It could be a simpler alternative to dry 
brushing, which requires some experience in adjusting the thickness of the paints. So give it a try if you 
haven’t tried this method before. It emphasizes the 3D effect and gives your Gunpla an extra touch.

◀ Spray the entire surface with Mr. 
Premium Top Coat Flat. Shake the 
spray can about 100 times before 
spraying it from about 20 cm away. 
Keep spraying until the surface 
becomes wet and shiny to remove the 
gloss. Spray the topcoat on a dry and 
sunny day (high humidity in the air can 
cause the color to turn white).

▶ Here it is with the 
gloss removed. The 
sheen and plastic-y 
shine on the entire 
surface is gone, leaving 
a subdued texture. The 
gloss removal makes 
weathering colors 
adhere to the surface 
well and dry better, 
allowing you to work 
faster.

Gloss removal

▲ Once you’re done with the front, move on to the backside. 
Spread a thin layer of paint all over the entire surface without 
wiping it. Since this side has more details, you can see how the 
paint immediately highlights them and emphasizes the 3D feel.

▲ For hand-held weapons, like beam rifles that are subject to gravity in any direction, leave the weathering color on without 
wiping it off. If you apply too much weathering color, wipe it off with a brush without leaving brush marks. Weapons rarely 
come with holders. Use the grip of the weapon instead. Don’t worry about the finish, as it’s not visible once it’s in the hand.

▲ After practicing with the shield and weapons, let's move on to the main Gundam body. 
Stains are highly visible on white, so use solvents to make the weathering colors much thinner 
than usual when applying them. Wipe off with a cotton swab from top to bottom, considering 
the direction of gravity. Depending on whether the tip of the cotton swab is pointed or round, 
the wiped area’s appearance will change, so try different shapes!

◀ When you add washes to the kit, 
don’t apply weathering to the entire 
body at once. Paint them according 
to each area, such as shoulders, 
arms and body, as shown in the 
picture. Weathering colors will set as 
time goes on and will become 
difficult to remove.

◀ I applied a wash to the main body 
of the Gundam. I coated the entire 
body with a thin brown layer, making 
it look like a huge MS towering in the 
distance. It uses a principle known 
as aerial perspective. Multiple filters 
like the moisture in the air, dust, and 
light get in the way of seeing things 
in the distance, so applying a filter 
with a single layer of paint can make 
even a tiny HG model look huge 
and realistic.
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Manabu Kimura, the editor-in-chief of Monthly 
Hobby Japan, manages the editorial department 
of the magazine, which now has one of the 
highest circulations among hobby magazines in 
Japan, all while finishing Gunpla at a frenetic 
pace and producing examples every month. The 
production method explained in this article is a 
simplified version of the mold color finishing 
method that Editor-in-Chief Kimura practices in 
his day-to-day work, focusing on key points so 
that anyone can reproduce it without hassle. 
The focus of this technique is the thorough 
efficiency of the work using high-speed washes. 
Washing with weathering colors can spread a 
quick coat of paint over the details, which 
makes the wiping off not so nerve-wracking. 
And best of all, it adds a filter to the 
whole body with one layer, adding 
a sense of scale and realism in an 
instant through aerial perspective. HJ 
Editor-in-Chief’s Rapid Weathering 
Style was born from the question, 
“How can I create cool Gunpla 
by efficiently making use of my 
time?” This technique allows 
you to build Gunpla not 
only on weekends, but 
also on weekdays. So, 
please try it!

Bandai Spirits 1/144 scale Plastic kit
High Grade Universal Century

RX-78-2 Gundam

◀ Comparison with the 
straight build (left). The 
staining and gloss removal 
gives it a more dignified 
feel, making it look a lot less 
toy-like. In addition, the 
clenched fists which I made 
for this example give it a 
more powerful appearance.

▲ Although not always 
visible, I also painted the leg 
cylinders in a metallic style 
to accent it.
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